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granii acts as a photonic crystal, which may aid in light harvesting for photosynthesis (Fuhrmann et al., 2004) . In this article, we will first give a brief introduction to the biosilica formation with an emphasis on the role of self-assembled organic matrix (i.e. polyamines) for the formation of complex nanostructure and precise nanopattern of biosilicas. The second section provides a comprehensive overview of our recent work on the multiple morphogenesis of silicas by programmable self-assembly of linear polyethyleneimine (PEI). Finally, we will briefly discuss some researches currently under progress and the potential technological applications of our biomimetic PEI-directed silica nanomaterials.
Biosilica formation mediated with self-assembled organic matrix
Biological organisms are able to take up silicon from the environment in soluble form as silicic acid, store it in cell and catalyze its polymerization into silica with precise structure architecture down to nanoscale (Hildebrand, 2008) . Among these processes, self-assembled organic matrix has been assumed to play key roles for directing the biosilicification in diatoms, sponges and higher plants (Perry & Keeling-Tucker, 2000; Schröder et al., 2008) . Sponges synthesize silica in specifically differentiated cells to form a skeletal element (or spicule). Each spicule contains a central macroscopic organic core, or axial filament of protein, that is wholly included within the biosilica (Weaver & Morse, 2003) . By demineralizing the surrounding silica with a buffered hydrofluoric acid solution, the axial protein filaments occluded within the spicules can be isolated. Morse and co-workers discovered that this axial filament consists predominantly of a cathepsin L-ralated enzyme, and termed silicatein (Shimizu et al., 1998; Cha et al., 1999; Weaver & Morse, 2003; Brutchey & Morse, 2008) . The native silicatein isolated from axial filaments as well as recombinant protein demonstrate the activity for forming silica from soluble silicon alkoxide precursor in solution (Shimizu et al., 1998; Cha et al., 1999) . Also the studies using biocatalytically active recombinant silicatein showed that silica formation in sponges is an enzymatic process (Krasko et al., 2000; Schröder et al., 2006) . Furthermore, recent studies confirmed the mechanism of self-assembly of silicatein monomers to oligomers and long protein filaments (Croce et al., 2004; Murr & Morse, 2005; Croce et al., 2007) . The results from SAXS examination indicated that the axial filament is formed from a very high degree of organization (hexagonal) of the protein units (Croce et al., 2004; . Müller and coworkers found that silicatein is present not only in the axial filament but also on the surface of the spicules , supporting the view that growth of spicules occurs through apposition of lamellar silica layer with a distance of 0.2-0.5 μm from each other (Müller et al., 2005) . Diatom cell wall is constructed in a petri-dish-like fashion with a top half overlapping the slightly smaller bottom half. Silica mineralization takes place inside the diatom protoplast within a specialized membrane-bound compartment termed silica deposition vesicle (SDV) (Sumper & Kröger, 2004) . Biosilicas from all diatom species investigated so far has turned out to be a composite material composed of silica, proteins and long-chain polyamines (Sumper & Kröger, 2004; . Three families of proteins have been identified in the cell wall of marine diatom C. fusiformis, termed frustulins, pleuralins and silaffins (Pohnert, 2002) . Frustulins are a group of calcium-binding glycoproteins being assumed to play a role in cell adhesion to surfaces, gliding of pennate diatoms, and protection against desiccation (Kröger et al., 1994; 1996) . The pleuralins (HF-extractable proteins) are highly acidic molecules, comprising a proline-rich region and several repeats of a proline-, serine-, cysteine, aspartate-rich domain (Kröger et al., 1997) . Immunoelectron microscopy studies revealed that frustulins and pleuralins are not involved in silica formation because they become associated with the biosilica only after its deposition on the cell surface (van de Poll et al., 1999; Kröger & Wetherbee, 2000) . Silaffins (proteins with silica affinity) are a group of low molecular polypeptides, which can be extracted from the diatom cell wall using anhydrous HF (Kröger et al., 2002) . Silaffins were found to be mainly composed of serine and lysine residues. Using a milder extraction condition (a slightly acidic, aqueous ammonium fluoride solution), native silaffins (termed natSil, Figure 1A ) have been isolated from C. fusiformis. (Kröger et al., 2002) . In the native silaffins, all the serine units are found to be phosphorylated, and all the lysine units are either methylated or covalently linked with a long-chain polyamine (Kröger et al., 1999; 2001; . Silaffin NatSil-1A is extremely active in promoting silica precipitation in vitro, causing silica Silaffin 1A from C. fusiformis precipitation within a few minutes by accelerating polycondensation of silicic acid and acting as a flocculating agent (Kröger et al., 2002; Poulsen et al., 2003) . The supermolecular aggregates self-assembled from Silaffin-1 A in solution were estimated to comprise 700 peptide molecules, which appears to serve as a template for silicic acid polycondensation (Brunner et al., 2004) . Long chain polyamines (LCPA) were found to be characteristic constituent of biosilica from all genera of diatoms analyzed so far (Sumper & Kröger, 2004) . The cell wall silica from most diatom species studied to date has a roughly equivalent content of silaffins and LCPA. The studies also showed that some of diatoms, C. asteromphalus, C. granii, and C. wailesii, appear to contain only LCPA (Sumper, 2002) . In biosilicas, LCPA could exist in peptide-bound or peptide-free state. In diatom C. fusiformis polyamines with about 5-10 N-methylpropylamine units are attached to lysine residues of Silaffin NatSil-1A ( Figure 1A ). The attached polyamines are important for imparting the zwitterionic structures to NatSil due to their cationic property, which has been proposed to be an essential prerequisite for silica biomineralization. Furthermore, as the active functional groups on the silaffins appear to be the LCPA, polyamines alone can also promote silica formation in a similar way to silaffins in the presence of inorganic phosphate or other polyvalent anions (Kröger et al., 2000) . Recently, Sumper and co-workers have revealed that the polyamines from different diatom species exhibit different molecular structure, indicating that polyamines are species-specific for creating species-specific silica nanostructures (Sumper & Lehmann, 2006) . Structural variations of polyamines include the overall chain length, the degree of methylation, the positions of secondary and tertiary amino functionalities and the site-specific incorporation of quaternary ammonium functionalities. A selection of typical polyamine structures covering these features and their corresponding silica nanopattern are shown in Figure 1B , C and D. Moreover, polyamines have also been proposed to play key roles for nanopattern formation of diatoms. By examining the silica formation guided by self-assembled emulsion droplets from polyamine-phosphate system, Sumper found that hexagonal network silica was produced by using polyamine-stabilized silica sol as the silicon source (Sumper, 2004) . In contrast, silica nanoparticles were obtained if silicic acid was used as source. Polyamines are likely to not only stabilize silica sols but also induce a phase-separation, producing (hexagonal) pattern silica. Thus, both the supramolecular self-assembly and the presence of polyamines are important to control both the rate and mechanism of silica precipitation and formation of the elaborate patterns.
3. Multiple morphogenesis of silicas from programmable self-assembly of linear PEIs 3.1 Linear PEIs, crystallization and crystalline morphology PEI can be divided into branched and linear PEIs according to their chain architecture. Commercial branched PEIs are obtained by cationic ring-opening polymerization of aziridine (ethylene imine) in water or water-alcohol mixture with a protonic acid as catalyst. The branched PEI is a polyamine containing primary, secondary and tertiary amine groups, which has a high cationic charge density in water and a branched structure. The branched PEIs have been widely used in many industrial fields, such as water treatment flocculants, paper production, dye fixation in textile processing, pigment dispersant, coatings, pressure sensitive adhesives, and so on. Recent studies have demonstrated the applications of branched PEI in medicinal chemistry, for example as most efficient nonviral vectors for gene www.intechopen.com Learning from Biosilica: Nanostructured Silicas and Their Coatings on Substrates by Programmable Approaches 163 delivery. In contrast, linear PEIs obtained from the hydrolysis of linear polyoxazoline in acidic and basic conditions (Saegusa et al., 1975; Jin & Motoyoshi, 1999) , are highly crystalline owing to its linear structure. Different to the branched one, linear PEI is composed of only secondary amine. Linear PEI is difficult to dissolve into water and normal organic solvents (except methanol) at room temperature due to the crystalline structure . We have been able to design linear PEI backbone into various chain architectures (Figure 2 ). About two decades ago, Chatani and co-workers did the pioneering works on the understanding of crystalline structure of linear PEI (Chatani, et al., 1981; 1982; 1983) . Depending on the humid atmosphere, four crystalline phases consisting of anhydrate, hemihydrate, sesquihydrate, and dihydrate per EI unit have been confirmed. Linear PEI chains adopt a double-stranded helical conformation by forming parallel array in the anhydrate, while all-trans planar-zigzag conformations are adopted by the fully extended form for the hemihydrate, sesquihydrate, and dehydrate. Recently, the crystalline structure and the phase transition of the linear PEI were further studied by Hashida et al (Hashida et al., 2002) and Hasegawa et al (Kakuda et al., 2009) , mainly based on the new-developed spectroscopy methods. Compared to the wide applications of branched PEI in industrial and academical research fields, linear PEI seems to be only used in the laboratory in a very limited field. Recently, linear PEIs have been attempted to be used for gene delivery (Hsiue et al., 2006) , biosensors based on ferrocene modification (Merchant et al., 2009 ) and electrochemically responsive thin film (Schmidt et al., 2009) , mainly based on the long-chain secondary amine property. In contrast, the nature and characteristics of crystalline structure of linear PEI have not been exploited for materials application, due to that the selfassembled information programmed in the crystalline structure of linear PEI has not been discovered until our recent findings . Our interest in linear PEI started from our studies on the synthesis, micelle/vesicle/ emulsion self-assembly and silica-based hybrid materials of chain-architecture-controlled polyoxazolines (Jin, 2002a; 2002b; 2003a; 2003b; 2003c; 2004) . For example, star architecture consisting of a small benzene core and densely-six-armed poly(methyloxazoline) has been observed to be able to self-assemble in situ into a superstructured colloidal crystalline polymer in the reaction solution (Jin, 2003b) . The hydrophobic-hydrophilic amphiphilic star block copolyoxazolines have been designed to control porphyrin moieties in the different sites of self-assembled micelles (Jin, 2002a) . By hydrolyzing one of block from star block polyoxazoline into polyethyleneimine, we can produce micelles with porphyrin core and cationic shell in water and reverse micelles with cationic core and porphyrin-funcationalized shell in organic media (Jin, 2003c) . The breakthrough of the linear PEI-directed inorganic materials synthesis came from the discovery of crystalline morphology of linear PEI in water media . We found that linear PEI do not dissolve in water at room temperature, but is highly soluble upon heating at 80 o C ( Figure 3A ). It is interesting that the hydrogelation occurred upon naturally cooling the hot aqueous solutions of PEI to room temperature, and such hydrogelation is completely reversible by heating-cooling cycles ( Figure 3A) . The XRD studies on the 5 wt% PEI5050 hydrogel indicated the diffraction patterns at 2θ of 13.5, 20.3, 27.2 and 27.9° due to the dihydrate crystalline structures of PEI. This is consistent to the earlier studies from Chantani et al (Chatani et al., 1983) . This novel thermoreversible hydrogel from linear PEI shows the tunable gel-sol transition temperatures from about 43 to 79°C, depending on the PEI concentrations and solution conditions. Linear PEI could gelate neat water with a concentration as low as about 0.25 wt%, indicating that one EI unit could gelate 956 water molecules. Such high ability to gelate water is unusual for physical hydrogel from normal polymers. Thus we assumed that the self-assembled nanostructure from linear PEI should play vital role for strongly gelate water molecules. Microscopy studies supported this assumption. Direct observation by optical microscopy on a small piece of PEI5050 hydrogel with 1.0 wt. % concentration revealed that the aggregates are composed of fibrous bundles on the micrometer scale ( Figure 3B ). It seems likely that many crystalline unit nanofibers organized into the branched bundles. TEM studies indicated that the unit nanofibers were about 6-7 nm in width ( Figure 3C ). Our further experiments confirmed that star-like PEIs with linear backbones could also gelate water in the similar way as that of linear PEI (PEI5050) by forming fibrous crystalline structure; in contrast, the branched PEI just forms molecularly dissolved solution under similar conditions. This result indicated that linear backbone is prerequisite conditions in the formation of PEI fibrous crystalline structures. This physical and ice-cream-like hydrogel could be chemically crosslinked by glutaraldehyde to improve the mechanical properties. This is the first finding of fiber-like crystalline morphology for linear PEI in water-based media upon naturally cooling a hot solution. There have been a number of studies on the modification of linear PEI by attached the hydrophobic or hydrophilic blocks (Akiyama et al., 2000) , but the crystalline morphology studies are extremely rare. Recently, Menzel and co-workers reported the thermal gelation of amphiphilic PEI with end-capped by alkyl chains (alky-PEI), and cryo-SEM observation revealed the fibrous network structure of the alkyl-PEI crystalline hydrogels (Navarro et al., 2009) . This is consistent with our earlier results. 
PEI nanofiber-templated silica deposition
Marine sponges produce structured spicule by templating self-organized organic fibers, which simultaneously serve as template, scaffold and catalyst for silica mineralization. Inspired by this silica formation in nature, we explored to use our self-assembled crystalline PEI nanofiber as biomimetic template for silica deposition Yuan et al. 2006 ) ( Figure 4A ). The silica deposition was simply achieved by mixing an aqueous dispersion of PEI5050 nanofiber, ethanol and TMOS at 20 o C for 40 min. TEM observation clearly demonstrated the formation of PEI@silica nanofibers with a width of about 20-23 nm ( Figure 4B ). This hybrid nanofiber has well-defined core-shell structure composed of an axial, crystalline PEI filament core of about 5-7 nm in diameter and a silicified shell of about 7 nm. Silica tube could be obtained by calcining the PEI@silica hybrid nanofiber at 500 o C to remove the organic components ( Figure 4C ). The representative samples of PEI@silica nanofibers and silica nanotubes after calcination at 700 o C showed BET surface area of about 71 and 298m 2 /g, respectively, indicating that removal of organic PEI (i.e., nanotube formation) contributes greatly to the increase in surface area. We also found that silica deposition templated by this unique PEI nanofiber could occur at a significantly fast rate. Elemental analysis on the PEI@silica sample from 10 min silica deposition showed 74 wt% silica content. No nontemplated silica formation was observed, indicating that the silica deposition proceeds exclusively and site selectively on the surface of fibrous PEI aggregates. Selforganized PEI nanofiber with a crystalline core serves as a template for shape direction, and the amorphous shell with brushlike PEI segments acts as the catalyst/scaffold for silica deposition at ambient conditions. This mechanism has been confirmed by the combined studies of 1 H NMR, XRD and DSC. 1 H NMR study on a dilute dispersion of PEI nanofibers in D 2 O confirmed the existence of brushlike PEI shell on the surface of crystalline PEI core. DSC measurements demonstrated a melting peak at 60.0°C for crystalline PEI in PEI@silica hybrid nanofiber, which is similar to that before silica deposition ( Figure 4D ). In addition, the same diffraction peaks (2θ) at 20°, 27°, and 28°, ascribed to a dihydrated PEI crystal (NCH 2 CH 2 /H 2 O=1:2) with a zigzag conformation, were obtained by XRD measurement on samples before and after silica deposition ( Figure 4E ). Both DSC and XRD investigation confirm the template role of crystalline PEI nanofiber upon silica deposition. To design model systems for mimicking silica biomineralization, Menzel and co-workers (Menzel et al. 2003) reported using linear PEI with a degree of polymerization of 8-9 for silica deposition. This low-molecular-weight linear PEI was dissolved into 10 -5 M HCl solution and the silicification was performed at pH4.3. This experiment confirmed the strong accelerating effect for silicification of linear PEI as a molecular polyamine. However, no characteristic morphogenesis was addressed under the silica deposition conditions investigated, since self-assembled crystalline nanofiber morphology of linear PEI, which could be transcribed into silica, is not available at pH4.3. Recently, Patel et al (Patel et al., 2009) reported silica formation onto nanofibers of linear PEI blended with poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) obtained via electrospinning. Schiraldi and co-workers (Johnson et al., 2009) described the production of linear PEI/clay aerogel and the subsequent mineralization of this composite by condensation of tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS). In both cases of PEImediated silica mineralization depending on electrospinning fibers and aerogel, however, the characteristic nanostructures due to the PEI crystalline property have not been exploited. Our processing for shaped silicas is remarkably different from conventional silica-fiber formation based on the fibrous aggregates from small-molecule gelators (van Bommel et al., 2003) , in which a solution deposition of silica (nontemplated silica) is normally unavoidable because an acidic or basic catalyst is present in solution. Later, a surface mechanism was proposed for silica deposition by designing an organogelator possessing a gelating cholesterol moiety and a catalytic benzylamine residue (van Bommel & Shinkai, 2002) , with the silica formation occurring merely on the gel-fiber surface. However, the silicification was performed in organic media, and seems to be relatively low in efficiency, because a long deposition time (1 week) and heat treatment are needed. Recently, Shimizu and co-workers demonstrated direct silica deposition without the aid of solution catalysis by using tubular fibers consisting of peptidic lipids with secondary ammonium hydrochloride residues on the surface of the tubular assemblies (Ji et al., 2004) . This approach can produce hollow silica cylinders with very thin walls (4.5-8.0 nm) but still requires a longer deposition time (1 week). The organogelators and lipids used for such silica formation are costly, thus restricting their widespread adoption. Also, organogelator-derived silicas generally lack the possibility of multiple morphogenesis and hierarchical architecture of silicas because of the small molecular size of the gelators. Compared to organic alkoxysilane, using sodium silicate as silica source is cost-effective and environmentally benign. Such an inorganic silica source does not produce organic byproducts. By using self-assembled PEI nanofiber as structure directing templates, we have successfully achieved fibrous PEI@silica hybrid structures by using commercial water glass as source ( Figure 5 ). The nanostructure and morphologies could be controlled by adjusting polymer concentrations and pH values of the aqueous solution of sodium silicate (Zhu & Jin, 2008) . 
Morphological control of silicas by adjusting the self-assembly of linear PEI
Different to the conventional biomimetic silicification systems based on molecular selfassembly (Cha et al., 2000; Patwardhan et al., 2005; Pouget et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2007) , linear PEI-directed silica formation featured with multiple morphogenesis and wellcontrolled hierarchical architectures through programmed self-assembly of PEI macromolecules with linear backbones. The self-assembly of crystalline PEI aggregates could be controlled by a programmable adjustments of some simple parameters, including polymer chain architecture and molecular weight, concentrations, additives, media, physical field and so on. The programmed PEI aggregates are transcribed into silicas with multiple morpholognesis by performing a biomimetic silicification.
PEI concentration
One of extremely simple method for adjusting PEI self-assembly is to change the concentrations of PEI in water . The concentration effect of silica morphogenesis was addressed by performing silicification reaction on the aggregates from PEI505 with concentrations from 5.0 to 0.1 wt% using TMOS as silica source under room temperature for 40 min (Figure 6 ). It was found that silicas produced from PEI505 with concentrations from 2.0-5.0 wt% show fiber-based bundles with a size of several micrometers. Obviously, the bundles tend to expand in a two-dimensional way, and became looser when the concentrations of PEI505 decrease. Further decreasing PEI concentration to ≤ 1.0 wt% leads to morphological transformation of silicas from the fiber bundles into curved leaf-like film. Silicas prepared from PEI505 aggregates of 0.5 wt% concentration show leaf lamellae composed of interwoven nanofibers, meaning that the silica film grew by linking separate fibers to each other ( Figure 6 ). The silica film mediated by 0.25 wt% PEI505 was thicker and the fiber structure still could be resolved. When PEI505 concentration decreased to 0.1 wt%, the silica film shows a smooth surface without fiber structure. It was assumed that the formation of a thick silica film, which is supported by fiber-to-fiber linking, is associated with the presence of a large amount of PEI chain that are attached to the surface of crystalline PEI aggregates. 1 H NMR studies indicated that the relative contents of amorphous brush on the crystalline PEI fibril dramatically increased as the PEI concentrations deceased from 0.3 to 0.05 wt%. This means that PEI aggregates obtained from lower concentrations would favor to offer much more brush sites on crystalline PEI surface, where the promoted silicification reaction led to the formation of silica film structure. 
Polymer architecture
Multiple morphogenesis of silicas could be generated by designing and using the linear PEI with different chain architectures . As shown in Figure 7A and B, silicas templated by using PEI5050 aggregates with concentrations of 2 and 0.25 wt% exhibited the expanded bundle and leaf morphologies, respectively. In contrast, a six-armed star PEI with a small benzene core (sPEI6-100) directed the formation of silicas with dramatically different morphologies. A fibrous framework was created by using 2 wt% sPEI6-100 aggregates as templates ( Figure 7C ). High-magnification observation reveals that larger fibers are composed of thinner nanofibers. When the concentration of sPEI6-100 decreased to 0.25 wt%, silicification produced silicas with looser bundle morphologies ( Figure 7D ). Each silica bundle was observed to be composed of well-defined nanofibers with the length of tens of micrometer and the diameters of about 30-50 nm. Compared to PEI5050 (simple linear architecture), sPEI6-100 (small benzene core with six-arm star architecture) demonstrated the enhanced ability to form self-assembled aggregates and subsequent silicas with welldefined unit nanofiber structure. It is very interesting that the silica asters were achieved by using a star PEI with porphyrin core (p-sPEI4-240). The asters could have more than five silica arms, which expands towards three-dimensional directions ( Figure 7E 
Media for PEI crystallization
By taking advantage of methanol being a good solvent for dissolving crystalline PEI at room temperature, we developed the strategy to generate shaped silicas by using methanol as a mediator to adjust the programmed self-assembly of crystalline PEI . This methanol-programmed approach could both enrich the shape generation of silicas and offer potential advantages of ambient processing of PEI aggregates, which would be of particular interest in view of applications such as bioactive component immobilization and surface patterning of silicate-based materials. It was found that the silica morphologies could be controlled accurately by simply adjusting the amount of methanol addition. Compared to the obvious nanofiber structure of silica ( Figure 8A ) formed in neat water, aqueous medium with 50 vol% methanol addition mediated the silica particles composed of beautiful unit ribbons ( Figure 8B ). The unit ribbons have a typical width of 1-2 micrometers and a length of more than 10 micrometers. Such simple methanol-mediated approach has been also extended to star PEI for achieving the new silica morphologies . For example, 0.5 wt% sPEI4-200 aggregates mediated the formation of very large and curved silica films composed of unit nanofibers ( Figure 8C ). In contrast, 50 vol% methanol addition in media for assembling sPEI4-200 aggregates led to the formation of well-defined fan-like silicas with very dense aggregation of unit fibers ( Figure 8D ). 0.3 wt% sPEI4-200 in a medium with 30 vol% methanol content directed fanlike silicas with relatively loose aggregation and flowerlike silicas with loose petals ( Figure 8F ). In contrast, only nanofiber- based silica films formed when using neat water as media ( Figure 8E ) under the same conditions. We also found that such morphological changes with methanol addition did not depend on the heating history of PEI aggregates formation, indicating that methanol-water media composition merely determined the PEI self-assembly. We propose that the addition of methanol in media could retard the nucleation of PEI crystalline, and thus the growth of crystallites was limited within relatively small domains. This slow and suppressed aggregation and/or crystallization process would be favorable to construct the ribbon-like or fan-like structure. This assumption was supported by our experimental observation. The aggregate formation in neat water media was observed to take several minutes when cooling the hot solutions of PEI5050 or sPEI4-200, whereas the complete aggregation in the methanol-modulation process usually needs several hours, especially for the systems with higher methanol contents. 
Acid additives
The ethyleneimine units of PEI could associate with acidic molecules by hydrogen bonding interaction to form complexes. Therefore, such complexation could also be used to control the PEI aggregation and subsequent direct silica morphologies (Jin & Yuan, 2007a) . We selected the acid molecules of HCl, poly(ethylene glycol) bis(carboxymethyl) (BA) and tetra(p-sulfophenyl)porphyrin (TSPP) with functional protons 1, 2 and 4 in one molecule. Given that protonated segments of linear PEI are freely soluble in water, the partial protonation of linear PEI could allow the modification of crystalline aggregates of PEI, leading to the formation of new structure and morphology. The silicas formed without HCl addition showed silica network with dense nanofiber structure ( Figure 9A ). In contrast, silicification of 1 wt% PEI5050 aggregates prepared from 10 -5 M HCl produced silicas composed of relatively looser network structure and unit nanofibers with increased diameter ( Figure 9B ). This could be attributed to the formation of PEI nanofibers with increased density or thickness of PEI amorphous shell due to the suitable protonation degree of PEI backbone by HCl addition. Further increase of the concentration of HCl was found to damage the nanofiber structure of silica. The silicas mediated by the aggregates prepared in 10 -2 M HCl solution showed olive-like shape ( Figure 9C ). Many silica nanofibers of about 1 μm length grew from the surface of the particles. Obviously, HCl addition in increased amount is capable of directing 3-demensional silica structures composed of silica nanofibers. Different to inorganic HCl, addition of bifunctional organic acids, poly(ethylene glycol) bis(carboxymethyl) ethers with molecular weights of ca. 250 and 600 (denoted as BA250 and BA600) could adjust the properties and morphologies of the crystalline aggregates of linear PEI, by physical cross-linking via formation of hydrogen bonding. Upon silificifying the aggregates self-assembled from PEI by addition of 10 -2 M BA600 ( Figure 9D ) and BA250 ( Figure 9E ), it was found that micro-scaled plate-like silica particles were formed. However, the nanostructures of particles showed the difference between BA600 and BA250 addition. The silica particles from BA250 addition appear much denser in comparison with the silicas mediated by BA600 association, and almost no fibrous structure could be observed from the silica particles obtained from BA250. A four-armed star PEI with porphyrin core (p-sPEI4-240) can direct silica into a beautiful aster structure , which is dramatically different to silica mediated from simple linear PEI. The specific aggregation of porphyrin residues was assumed to play the important role for affording the 3-D self-assembly of PEI crystalline unit. This assumption was exploited to design the silica morphology by incorporating TSPP (a porphyrin possessing four sulfonic groups) into linear PEI. By silicifying PEI505 aggregates formed in an aqueous system containing 30 vol% methanol, 0.3 wt% PEI505 and a trace of TSPP (in a molar ratio of EI/TSPP at 1200/1), the beautiful flower-like silica particles with micrometer Figure 9F ). In the flower-like particles, many silica petals with the width of 500-1000 nm and the length of several micrometers grew from the center in a radiation way. Clearly, the participation of TSPP in the self-assembly of crystalline aggregates of PEI505 efficiently promoted the formation of 3-D silica structure (flower-like). This is consistent with the formation of 3-D aster silicas from p-sPEI4-240. In addition to the impressive shape control, another important merit for TSPP mediation is that this process simultaneously produced the photo-functionalized hybrid silicas materials. The UV-vis spectrum of the stock solution of PEI and TSPP in methanol showed a typical spectroscopic line due to the molecular state of porphyrin. In contrast, the spectroscopic line of the trapped TSPP in the shaped silicas changed remarkably; the soret band became very broad with a red-shift from 418 to 423 nm, and the Q-bands also shifted toward longer wavelengths, indicating that the porphyrin residues are in a stacking state in the shaped silica. For silicas mediated from TSPP addition, we suggested that two sets of interactions could be a cooperative trigger to induce subtle PEI self-assembly. One set is the association of TSPP with PEI by hydrogen bonding interaction, and the other set is the aggregation between prophyrin planes by π-π stacking. These shaped silicas with PEI/TSPP are expected to be used in photonic, electronic and catalytic fields due to the porphyrin functions.
Metal ions as additives
Metal cations should be efficient candidates for regulating the nucleation and growth of LPEI crystals with defined morphologies, as PEI is a strong coordinator to form complexes (Zhu et al., 2007) . The PEI aggregates with the mediation of metal ions were prepared by slowly cooling hot aqueous solutions of PEI containing three groups of metal cations with different valences (monovalent cations: Li + , Na + , K + ; divalent cations: Cu 2+ , Co 2+ , Zn 2+ , Mn 2+ ; trivalent cations: Al 3+ , Eu 3+ , Fe 3+ , In 3+ ). The silicification was performed by mixing the aggregates with TMOS and methanol at room temperature for 40 min. It was found that bulky, turbine-like and urchinlike silica, were produced by mediation of Na + , Cu 2+ and Al 3+ with the ratios of EI to metal ions of 20/1, respectively ( Figure 10A , B and C). It seems that the Na + ion suppressed fiber formation completely. The cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image for Cu 2+ -mediated silica revealed that the unit blade of turbine-like is about 200 nm in width, and 20 nm in thickness. The urchin-like silicas from Al 3+ addition showed a globular shape with numerous fine, needlelike fibers approximately 20 nm in width. Recently, detailed studies on the formation of 2-D turbine-like structures were performed by selecting M II (p-TolSO 3 ) 2 as additives (Matsukizono et al., 2009 ). All silica structures from mediation of Cu II , Fe II , Ni II , Co II , Zn II , Mn II are composed of leaf-like units of 200 nm width, which are bundled and grew in radial fashion to form 2-D turbine-like microstructures with a diameter of 5-6 μm. In contrast, for non-coordinative ion, tetraethylammonium p-toluenesulfonate salts (NEt 4 (p-TolSO 3 )), only fibrous aggregates were observed. It is clear that these 2-D structures were induced by the coexisting metal salts with coordinative ability. The interactions between metal ions and amine groups seem to be the main factor for promoting 2-D shaped structures. Further studies indicated that the turbine structure could be controlled by changing the ratios of randomly bundled fashion, which is similar to those obtained from non-metal containing linear PEI aqueous solutions. In this system, growing times of PEI crystalline precipitates influenced the silica structures. For examples, the crystalline precipitates formed after 80 min lead to structured silica with two narrow fan-like edges. After that, new sheets were generated in both sides of each edge and these edges grew in a fan-like fashion with time. Finally, the fan closed to form turbine-like structures after 140 min. 
Physical field
The programmed self-assembly of linear PEI could be also simply adjusted by changing the physical field for the formation of crystalline PEI (Yuan & Jin, unpublished results) . Using external physical field is of great interest due to that we don't need design and synthesize new polymer for shaping silica into complex morphologies and hierarchical nanostructure, which is relatively complex and time-consuming. Silica network composed of nanofibers of Figure 11A ). In contrast, the width of fibrous silicas increased to about 500 nm -1 μm when PEI aggregates were prepared by cooling the same hot solution with slow rate ( Figure 11B) . Obviously, the slowly cooling process enables the PEI molecules to have longer time to crystallize into objects with lager size. On the other hand, we also tried to freeze the molecular solution of PEI by immersing hot solution of PEI into mixture of ice-water and acetone-dry ice (-70 o C). After the temperature of frozen PEI solution was naturally back to room temperature, the PEI aggregation occurred. It is interesting that the sample from ice freeze showed the formation of silica plate ( Figure 11C ), and freeze from acetone-dry ice resulted in bulk-like silica composed of folded film ( Figure 11D) . Fig. 11 . Shaping silicas by physical field. (A) was prepared by using aggregates formed by naturally cooling 80 o C aqueous solution of PEI5050 to room temperature; (B) was obtained by templating the aggregates formed by keeping 80 o C aqueous solution of PEI5050 at 50 o C for 1 h and then naturally down to room temperature; (C) and (D) were formed by using PEI aggregates prepared by immersing 80 o C aqueous solution of PEI5050 into a bath of icewater and acetone/dry ice, respectively, and then allowing iced samples back to room temperature naturally. All samples have the same concentration of 1.0 wt% PEI5050.
Fluorescent silica nanoparticles with controlled diameters
Well-defined silica nanoparticles with controlled size and tunable functions are interesting especially for biomedical applications. Conventional Stöber method (Stöber et al. 1968) for the synthesis of silica nanoparticles requires harsh conditions and needs care for particle control. Recently, there have been some reports describing the biomimetic synthesis of silica spheres mediated by bio-polyamines or synthetic linear or dendrimer polyamines (Knecht & Wright, 2004; Li et al., 2009) , however, the precise particles size control and facile functionalization still is a challenge. By simply adjusting the media compositions for PEIs with linear backbone, we are able to generate the uniformed silica nanoparticles functionalized with acidic dyes by one-port manner (Jin & Yuan, 2007b medium composition of methanol/water to be 7/3 in volume, the linear-backbone-based PEIs with different architectures and/or addition of TSPP directed the formation of monodisperse silica nanospheres with silicification reaction time of 1 h at room temperature ( Figure 12A and B). The diameters of silica nanoparticles could be controlled from 50 to 700 nm by adjusting the polymer architectures, additives or solution conditions for silica mineralization. The attractive feature in our approach is that photofunctional dyes could be simultaneously and simply encapsulated into the resulting silica spheres. The precursor PEI/TSPP (1200/1) and silica nanoparticles by silicifying precursor PEI/TSPP showed the same peak position of absorption spectra, indicating that the porphyrin residues entrapped in the silica spheres exist as molecularly distributed state (i.e., isolated without stacking). This is very different to that of aster-and flower-like silicas prepared from p-sPEI-240 and PEI505/TSPP (1200/1 in molar ratio), respectively. Fiber-based 3-D silicas were synthesized by templating the crystalline PEI aggregates formed in pure water (p-sPEI-240) or in methanol/water (5/5 in vol., PEI505/TSPP). In contrast, the silica nanoparticles were formed by using a medium of methanol/water (7/3 in vol.), in which PEI do not crystallize due to the excess presence of methanol. To further understand the spectroscopic properties of these silica nanoparticles, the dependence of intensities of absorption and emission on the concentrations was examined. We found that absorption intensities of both PEI/TSPP precursor and PEI/TSPP/silica nanoparticles increased with increasing concentrations (Jin & Yuan, 2007b) . However, the emissions of PEI/TSPP precursor and PEI/TSPP/silica nanoparticles in methanol showed different behavior upon concentration change. The emission intensity (at 650 nm) of the original methanol solution of PEI/TSPP precursor is very weak, compared to those from diluted solutions ( Figure 12C ). This is due to the dynamic-induced self-quenching of TSPP at higher concentration, suggesting that porphyrin residues are not tethered to the star polymer and thus are in movement with collision. However, the emission intensity of the PEI/TSPP/silica nanoparticles in methanol increased upon increasing concentrations ( Figure 12D ), indicating that TSPP residues with PEI were almost completely encapsulated in the silica nanospheres and existed as isolated state. The dye entrapped into silica nanospheres did not show bleach even dispersed in methanol for over one year. Thus these novel TSPP-functionalized silica nanoparticles would be superior to some of conventional dye-encapsulated silica nanoparticles based on Stöber routes by either using silica source with chemically-bonded-dyes or physically doping dyes into silica network, in which dye incorporation is not easily controllable (Chan et al., 2004) .
Linear PEI for mineralization of other oxides, metals and salts
Titanium oxides, as one of the most useful semiconductors, have been applied in a wide area due to their many promising properties. Conventional process has made progress on tailoring TiO 2 into precisely controlled nanostructure, however titania deposition normally occurred under harsh conditions. Inspired by biosilica formation, biomimetic synthesis of titania materials have been attempted by using various biologically-derived molecules or synthetic polyamines (Brutchey & Morse, 2008) . However, it remains difficult to construct TiO 2 materials with definite morphologies (i.e. fiber-like) and characteristic function by this process. Our recent work demonstrated that well-shaped fibrous networks of PEI@TiO 2 hybrids ( Figure 13 ) could be controllably prepared in an aqueous solution at room temperature by using crystalline PEI aggregates as a regulator and water-soluble titanium bislactate as source (Zhu & Jin, 2010) . Fibrous hybrids were found to be composed of anatase nano crystallites ( Figure 13B and C) and linear PEI with a regularly-layered structure. The morphologies and structures of TiO 2 -PEI hybrids depended on pH of reaction systems and concentrations of PEI and titania source. Recently, Zhao and co-workers also described using fibrous PEI aggregates as template to direct the low-temperature formation of nano-branched aluminum-magnesium hydroxide (Xiang et al., 2008) . 
A BC
On the other hand, polymers with linear PEI backbone have been also examined to mineralize metals into various structure and morphologies. For example, with the use of low-molecular-weight linear PEI or alkylated PEI (with repeated units of EI of around 8) to serve as a reducing agent and a protective agent, HAuCl 4 was reported to be induced to form gold nanoparticles and nanoplates through either a thermal process or room temperature (Chen et al., 2007) . We are interested in using high-molecular-weight linear PEI with self-assembled crystalline property for reduction and stabilization of metal ion. By simply mixing the aqueous dispersion of crystalline PEI aggregates with AgNO 3 aqueous solution at room temperature, an Ag nanoparticles-PEI paste could be obtained. The macroporous silver frameworks have been achieved by calcining the Ag nanoparticles-PEI pastes (Jin & Yuan, 2005c) . We found that the porous silver frameworks could be tunable into dome-like shapes with the inner chambers or monoliths with shape-preservation by simply adjusting some synthesis parameters. Recently, Taubert and co-workers (Shkilnyy et al., 2008) reported that PEI could be an efficient template for the controlled mineralization of calcium phosphate. It was found that spherical calcium phosphate/polymer hybrid particles were formed at pH values above 8 through a mineralization-trapping pathway, where small calcium phosphate particles formed at the initial step were stabilized by protonated PEI. Comparative studies revealed that branched and linear PEIs did not show significant difference for calcium phosphate mineralization, since PEIs were only used as pH-responsive cationic polymer for modifying crystal growth of calcium phosphate. Self-assembling property of linear PEI due to aqueous crystallization was not involved in the morphological creation of calcium phosphate, as seen in the mineralization of silica, titania or metals.
PEI@oxides as nanoreactors for generating metal nanoparticles
One of important characters of our PEI@oxides materials are that the PEI occluded in hybrids is still available for subsequent chemical reactions, leading to the facile synthesis of novel composite materials. The central PEI entrapped in the silica fiber could be used as a nanoreactor to synthesize metallic nanostructures ). The reduction of Na 2 PtCl 4 was simply performed by keeping an aqueous mixture of PEI@silica nanofiber and Na 2 PtCl 4 for 30 min at room temperature and then aged at 80 o C for another 30 min, without any additive reducing agents. XRD measurement indicated the formation of a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice of the platinum crystal structure. HRTEM studies demonstrated the formation of Pt@silica nanocables with the Pt central nanowires of about 3 nm in width ( Figure 14A) . Surprisingly, when irradiated with a strong electron beam, the Pt nanowire in the silica nanotube broken into individual nanoparticles ( Figure 14B ). The in situ formation of Pt and Au nanoparticles in PEI@silica prepared using water glass as silica source has also been successfully achieved (Zhu & Jin, 2008) . These metal nanoparticles functionalized silica materials were expected to have potentials for catalysis or optic application. Furthermore, PEI residues in the PEI@TiO 2 hybrids have been also exploited to reduce Na 2 PtCl 4 into Pt nanoparticles by simply mixing PEI@TiO 2 with the reactants at room-temperature (Zhu & Jin, 2010) . TEM studies indicated that the fibrous morphologies remained undestroyed after the formation of metallic nanoparticles ( Figure 14E ). The further HRTEM images showed that the Pt nanoparticles in situ formed have a typical diameter of about 3 nm, are homogeneously distributed in the hybrid fibers ( Figure 14F ). These nanostructured TiO 2 doped with Pt nanoparticles revealed visible light responsible photocatalytic power in decolorization of dyes. 
Concluding remarks and future outlook
It is important for device and sensor application to biomimetically construct nanostructured ceramic surface on substrates. It has been a number of reports describing the biomimetic formation of silica Rai & Perry, 2009 ) and titania (Kharlampieva et al., 2008) film on the solid substrates. Although some reports have been successful to control film thickness, particles packing, or patterns, constructing the silica film with high-degree controllable nanostructure on the arbitrary substrates is still a challenge. Very recently, we have successfully constructed the silica nanograss on the arbitrary substrates with any shapes by extending the programmed self-assembly of linear PEI from solution (silica powder) to interface (silica nanograss) ( Figure 15 ) (Jin & Yuan, 2009) . Such a process has been expanded for the formation of nanofiber-based titania surface, which demonstrated the photoresponsive surface wettability (Yuan & Jin, 2010a) . These novel interface materials with controlled nanostructure and surface morphology are expected to have potential applications as microreactors, sensors, microfluidic devices, surface with designer wettability (Yuan & Jin, 2010a; 2010b) and so on. Moreover, the further functionalization of such silica nanograss is possible by exploiting the chemistry of PEI and conventional silica, allowing our interface materials to be applicable in a wide variety of emerging nanotechnology. On the other hand, although the biomimetic silicas have many amazing features including ambient-conditions synthesis, potentially precise control over nanostructure and good biocompatibility, the commercial application still remains a big challenge. One of major reason is that most of currently-developed systems for biomimetic silica formation are not easy to scale up, and suffer from high cost, low reproducibility and relatively poor morphogenesis. Recently, we have optimized the conditions to achieve a low-cost and reproducible synthesis of several hundred gram scale of silica nano ribbons. Silicification was performed in neat water under room temperature by using a cheap, commercially-available silica source. This achievement on biomimetic silica synthesis would make it possible to develop the related technological applications in a wide range of fields. 
